ABSTRACT. Let G denote the dyadic group, which has as its dual group the Walsh(-Paley) functions. In this paper we formulate a condition for functions in LI(G) which implies that their Walsh-Fourler series converges in Ll(G)-norm. As a corollary we obtain a Dini-Lipschltz-type theorem for L I (G) convergence and we prove that the assumption on the LI(G) modulus of continuity in this theorem cannot be weakened. Similar results also hold for functions on the circle group T and their (trigonometric) Fourier series.
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Thus G--{x x (xl) 0 with x i {0,i} for each i Proof. Let n > 0 be given and assume that n 2 k + n' with In order to find the appropriate estimate for A we continue as follows.
According to (D4) we have B <n' For k > i we have
Thus, the sequence {Sn (f) does not converge in L I(G). Next, take any $ with 0 < g < 1 and let be the natural number for which 2-(1+1)< < 2 -1. Then lYll <_ $ implies y e G.
Choose the natural number s so that for all k _< s the polynomial X(k+l),,(X)Pk, (x) is of degree < ', whereas the polynomial X(s+2) (x) Ps (x) is of degree _> '. The last condition implies that 2(s+2)" > 1' hence that (s+2)' > k-l, so that 2 -s -1 0(. ).
Also y G implies that n(X+y) Xn(X) for all x in G and all n such that 0 <__ n < 2 . Consequently, we have [3] .
